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Nowhere is the expansion of institutional building tech-
nologies into the domestic sphere more conspicuous than 
the traditional middle-class single-family home, where 
intelligent environmental systems, advancements in pre-
fabrication and more widespread access to lab-developed 
materials are reshaping the typology and our relationship to 
it. Many homeowners are faced with mounting costs as they 
regularly contract outside experts for routine maintenance 
on tools beyond their understanding. In the constant shadow 
of contract care, homeowners are increasingly divorced from 
the physical reality of their own dwelling, weakening their 
bond to place, diminishing their sense of personal invest-
ment and limiting the scope of personal expression.

As we arrive the watershed moment when a homeowner can 
no longer repair much of their home with affordable materi-
als and equipment from their local home store, we are forced 
to ask: do architects have a duty to design for the old culture 
of self-repair? Building from the concept of “convivial tools” 
developed by Ivan Illich and engaging the “open housing” of 
Alejandro Aravena & Elemental, I will explore the pitfalls of 
new “industrial tools” and articulate ways to design future 
homes that allow for users to engage with self-repair while 
employing the machinery of our age. 

Architectural technologies are expanding in scope and com-
plexity at an astounding rate. In the West, this acceleration 
has been matched in medium- and large-scale buildings by 
institutionalized care in which specialized professional teams 
oversee the operation and maintenance of technologies 
that stand beyond the technical and conceptual capacities 
of the buildings’ average user. Until very recently, the small 
single- or multi-family home had uniquely resisted this insti-
tutionalizing trend, participating instead in a much older 
culture of self-repair by building users, themselves. In my 
New York practice and at other urban and rural building sites 
in the US, Mexico and Europe, I have watched with curios-
ity and no small about of trepidation as small homes begin 
to more and more pervasively incorporate technologies of 
institutional complexity. Increasingly, architects, builders, 
and homeowners are choosing technologies that limit or for-
bid homeowners’ direct engagement with the repair of their 
homes, leaving them instead with a choice between costly 
contract maintenance services and the environmentally dam-
aging practice of trash-and-replace. More damaging still, this 
cultural shift removes from the homeowner their traditional 

connection to and expression through their homes, for many 
the sole geography over which they have any true autonomy. 

Beginning with an understanding that these issues stem 
not from technologies themselves but their patterns of 
implementation, The Austrian cultural critic Ivan Illich has 
developed a schematic distinction between “convival” and 
“industrial” tools that bears out the inherent virtues of the 
former and the problematic nature of the latter. I would like 
to use Illich’s distinction as a lens to better understand the 
emerging issue of industrialized home repair — not only for 
the aptness of its descriptive faculties to us as observers, but 
also for its positive prescriptive power for us as designers and 
builders: those on whose shoulders the ethical deployment 
of new building technologies falls.

At the center of these questions and of Illich’s distinction is 
an important presupposition: that buildings are inherently 
anthropocentric. That is to say, technologies are adopted 
or foregone, are “good” or “bad”, insofar as they concretely 
benefit or detract from human lives. The central distinc-
tion between “industrial” and “convivial” tools lies in the 
way that they relate to human lives. “Industrial” tools are 
so called because they adopt a set of assumptions from 
industrial production about the virtues of specialization in 
thought, labor, and control. Like industrial production, these 
technologies deliver positive outcomes to people. Industrial 
tools and industrial methods work for us; they give us things. 
In the introduction to his treatise on technology, Tools for 
Conviviality, Illich contrasts this with what he calls “convivial” 
tools, charging that in our post-industrial world, “people need 
tools to work with rather than tools that ‘work’ for them.”1 
Industrial tools work insofar as they deliver an end-product 
to us effectively and dependably. Convivial tools work in that 
they permit us to work; they assist us effectively and depend-
ably in achieving our own ends. From this “with” Illich derives 
his highest virtue: “conviviality”; con-vivere; with-living.

Central to Illich’s preference for convivial tools is the role they 
play in providing freedom to their community of users. This 
freedom is not that libertarian idea of an infinitely extended 
openness for the maverick pursuit of one’s own ends inde-
pendent of social context but rather an opening within a 
community for individuals and groups alike to bring forward 
the best expression of themselves; to meet problems and 
needs directly with fitting solutions and provisions. In effect, 
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this limited freedom allows members of a community to 
introduce, strengthen and test new values in concrete forms. 
The sociologist of labor Richard Sennett has described this 
process as auto-poiesis, suggesting that, “human beings cre-
ate through mutual exchange the systems of value by which 
they live… there is interaction between physical creation and 
social behavior.“2 Illich advances this limited self-expression 
as fundamental to human thriving: just as the nature of 
one’s tools conditions the opening or closing of this space 
for expression, so to do they promote or detract from one’s 
well-being.

The technologies that together make up a home, considered 
as tools for the achievement of certain human goods (shel-
ter, security, self-expression, sense of place), can be deployed 
and used according to either tool-paradigm: we have said 
that technologies operating under each paradigm “work” in 
their own ways for the homeowner. During periods of normal 
use, we might see some advantages to industrial tools in the 
home: many are self-regulating; as manufactured goods, they 
often outperform home-made solutions within the limited 
space of their intended function; they may generate a level of 
pecuniary and labor savings through the efficiencies inherent 
in them. The problematic nature of these tools is often hidden 
during the course of normal function, only truly surfacing at 
the moment a home breaks down in some way.

It is at this point — the moment of repair — that the user 
themselves would historically step in an take advantage of 
a simple home’s capacity to sustain change in order to solve 
the issues raised by its breakdown while simultaneously alter-
ing the home to better express their own needs and values. 
The simple home presents as a convivial tool for its users, 
facilitating free expression by working with them, throwing 
up few barriers to their access of the structure itself, materi-
ally and conceptually understood. By contrast, through the 
arc of breakdown and repair a home centered on industrial 
tools provides the greatest resistance to access — limiting a 
users ability to: 

1) access the building’s material to manifest their own best 
solution

2) understand the building’s conceptual organization in order 
to maintain or modify it

3) legally lay hands on the guts of their tools without 
repercussions

4) afford the added costs of repair or replacement.

Through the schema presented by these four interwoven 
gates we can begin to study in greater detail the distinction 
between homes convivially and industrially organized, and 
between the related cultures of self- and institutional repair.

CRITERION 1: PHYSICAL ACCESSIBILITY
Stick framing and masonry massing, the primary structural 
elements of western housing, are easily mastered and can 
be repaired in widely divergent ways using a wide variety 
of tools — quite literally whatever might be laying around. 
Even as more complex elements are introduced to the system 
— plumbing, insulation, hardware, air circulation systems — 
each continues this pattern of flexibility and accessibility. 
New pieces, patches, bridges, extensions to these systems 
can be found at local hardware and home repair stores for 
little money and there is little concern that a new part will 
fail to mesh with the existing building fabric. Historically, it 
was a goal of most producers of building technologies that 
elements meant for middle class domestic construction have 
a high degree of interoperability: the “two-by-four”, the 
common brick, 4’ x 8’ sheets of virtually anything under the 
sun, duct cross-sections in 2” increments. These constitute a 
system of readily interactive parts whose elements are infi-
nitely modifiable by ready means; freedom to exercise Illich’s 
“personal energy under personal control”3 with a minimum 
of spending or re-education. In many ways The 20th century 
western house epitomizes the convivial tool: a structure that 
a homeowner can work with to achieve her own unique and 
appropriate ends.

By contrast, the parts of many industrial technologies fit 
exactly where they fit and do exactly what they are meant 
to do — no more and no less. Whether they be as small as 
a circuit board or as broad as a prefabricated wall system, 
their parts are not readily manipulable by the common 
person without breaking the whole. The physical “stuff” of 
these industrial tools forbids free and direct manipulation by 
the homeowner, compelling them instead to choose from a 
menu of outcomes provided by paid specialists or to purchase 
proprietary replacement assemblies with functions limited 
by their designer-programmers. Other times specialized ele-
ments are deployed by the manufacturer to intentionally 
limit access, a practice Illich alludes to: 

Tools can be purposely limited as when pliers and screwdriv-
ers are insufficient to repair modern cars. This institutional 
monopoly on manipulation usually constitutes an abuse and 
changes the nature of the tool as little as the nature of the 
knife is changed by its abuse for murder.4

CRITERION 2: CONCEPTUAL ACCESSIBILITY
When one considers the systems that make up an average 
house built anytime up to twenty years ago, especially given 
the liberty to strip them and manipulate their parts or to 
watch someone else do so, one can quickly grasp the purpose 
and operation of most of what one finds. This conceptual 
clarity is made possible by the dual elements of physical sim-
plicity and interoperability highlighted previously. I can see 
the grain structure of a stud, see it cup and swell, see it be 
consumed by termites. I can feel the weight of a CMU, notice 
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how its cavities align when stacked. It is readily apparent how 
a joist hanger takes a joist. I can see the mechanics of a fan, a 
valve; of threaded elements, male and female. Furthermore, 
common building elements present me with obvious signs 
and symbols that allow me to relate directly to my home and 
to understand how it could be manipulated. The phillips head 
screw and hex head bolt are literal registers of the common 
tools used to manipulate them but also signs to the user of 
what might be manipulated and how. The half-punched open-
ings in a junction box not only serve as a flexible system of 
creating openings but as a diagram of how the element could 
or should be used. In the American house of my childhood, I 
can understand the whole of my building and thereby begin 
to master its care myself. While I may initially lack the techne 
required to physically finesse certain elements, I can under-
stand and reconceive of them with a minimum of formal 
education. Iliich puts it thusly:

One can understand fully what a goldsmith does without 
being one oneself. Men do not have to be cooks to know how 
to prepare food. This combination of widely shared informa-
tion and competence for using it is characteristic of a society 
in which convivial tools prevail. The techniques used are eas-
ily understood by observing the artisan at work.5

New, industrially deployed home technologies often present 
to homeowners as conceptual black boxes. In part because 
of the tiny scale of its operations and in part because of the 
sealed nature of its physical skin, digital systems like the Nest 
thermostat are reduced for the homeowner to the flatness 
of their user interface screens, which have no true one-to-
one correspondence with the actions of the system behind 
the curtain. When the curtain is pulled back, homeowners 
are not presented with signs and symbols that help them 
make sense of what is before them. These systems tend not 
to be made up of easily understood primaries but of myriad 
further blanks whose precise potentials are often unclear to 

the uninitiated. This failure to understand, and therefore to 
know where to begin repairs, both precipitates and is exacer-
bated by the new culture of seeking specialist outside labor to 
handle issues off the bat: now the homeowner doesn’t even 
try to open up the assembly before they pick up the phone.

CRITERION 3: REGULATORY ACCESSIBILITY
It is not often that we take note of or praise something for 
being generic but it is this very generic-ness of object and 
idea that gives the greatest freedom at the lowest cost to the 
homeowner. Compared to institutionally-scaled buildings, 
few elements of the common home are owned or regulated 
such that they cannot be modified, replaced, repaired, or 
inventively repurposed at the sole discretion of the home-
owner. While home repair has not historically participated 
in the innovations adopted by institutional architectures, it 
does have a rich culture of simple, one-off, site- or problem-
specific innovations driven by a dearth of limitations. The 
elements of typical home construction are not menaced by 
the shadows of great cost or fragility, or by the imposition of 
“correct” behaviors dictated in warranties and liability docu-
ments. They can be cut up, melted down, twisted, fudged, 
glued, screwed, stacked and played with until a solution to 
the problem at hand is reached, all without great consider-
ation of what is “allowed” or “approved” or “not in violation”.

New home technologies are very often marketed not as 
generics but as proprietary products belonging to this com-
pany or another. “Increasingly, components intended for the 
accomplishment of institutional purposes are redesigned 
so that they cannot be used independently.”6 Because the 
homeowner lacks the confidence and mandate to repair 
these technologies themselves, they often find themselves 
beholden to warranties and “care packages” that further 
separate them from the free exercise of their energies to 
maintain their homes. Producers also take great strides 
to prevent knowledge of their technologies from being 

Figure 1: Systems producers seem anxious to make contractors and homeowners alike feel that knowledge of their home’s parts is limited to them or 
requires a quasi-mandatory certification process to access.
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cultivated and disseminated by homeowners and by the 
class of skilled helpers we have relied on in the past. In my 
practice, I talk regularly with frustrated craftspeople who 
are compelled by producers to shell out time and money to 
become “certified” to work on a branded product. Often, an 
experienced contractor must carry a certification from every 
major producer of a given technology, earned by paying for 
an attending many hours of classes, when the guts of all of 
these products are fairly similar and made up of the same 
elements he has manipulated for half of his life. As producers 
narrow the range of allowable repairs and repair methods, 
they rule out almost entirely the old culture of inventing new 
solutions with old parts — of innovating and advancing the 
home through creative maintenance. If homeowners want 
to take on this closed organization of parts, ideas and legal 
constructs, they are forced, in effect, to operate in a fringe 
world, a pirate world in which a simple mistake can have large 
cost and legal implications.

CRITERION 4: PRICE ACCESSIBILITY 
For most people in the West, industrial tools, which require 
capital to obtain and maintain, are far more expensive than 
the products of their own labor produced in concert with 
convivial tools. This disparity is amplified when we speak 
of a “product” as material- or capital-intensive as a home. 
Illich rightly points out the economic leveling power offered 
by convivial tools, which take advantage of a non-pecuniary 
wealth: personal energy under personal control, “the one 
resource that is almost equally distributed among all peo-
ple.”7 The convivial home is structured to take advantage of 
the labor — mental and physical — of its users. What parts 
and tools are required for its repair and modification are stan-
dardized and genericized to the point of being cheap and easy 
to obtain. By the input of labor and with minimal capital users 
can make repairs that suit specifically the circumstances of a 
breakdown as it relates to their particular homes and lives. 
By the same means they can readily modify their structure 
towards better expressions of their community values.

Because of the above-mentioned physical, conceptual and 
regulatory limits, it is increasingly difficult for users to apply 
their own energies towards the repair and modification of 
the industrial tools now running through contemporary 
homes. Where the power of their own muscles and minds 
are limited, the power of their wallets remains. In vacuum 
left by the denial of self-repair, two significant alternatives 
have developed. The first, long favored by the wealthy but 
increasingly adopted by the middle class, is contract repair. 
Today, when a technology breaks down, specialists in a given 
industrial tool are dispatched to repair or modify that tool 
within a set of physical and legal limits and according to their 
own standards of best practice. These teams of experts come 
at a cost greatly exceeding the time-value of the homeowner 
working for themselves and even of traditional skilled repair-
assistants like plumbers, painters and carpenters. Also unlike 

those tradesmen, whose work we choose to engage as a sur-
rogate for our own, the involvement of the new expert class 
is virtually compulsory: our choice is often to engage them 
for whatever fee they ask or to live with a state of disrepair.

The alternative favored by the increasingly large number of 
people who cannot pay this fee or will not entirely relinquish 
the autonomy of choice is the industrially-fuelled cycle of 
trash-and-replace. If a homeowner wishes to engage with 
new technologies but cannot modify these technologies to 
their own ends when they cease to function, an alternative 
exercise of autonomy is to discard the old tool and replace 
it with a newer, more apt one. The freedom associated with 
the old convivial home is perverted into a “choice” from the 
market — a market limited by the production goals of tech-
nology companies. Besides the environmental impact of this 
materially-wasteful practice, it damages our own world-con-
ception by fueling the choice-limiting production of industrial 
tools while covering over this fact with the illusion of choice.

Understanding better the effects of industrially deployed 
technologies on the culture of self-repair and the virtues of 
technologies convivially exercised, we should remind our-
selves that technologies themselves are not at their core 
biased one way or the other. We must remain aware that 
most technologies can be shaped towards convivial uses if 
we are to move forward as designers of future homes and not 
collapse into an undue luddism. Similarly, there is no sense 
that primitivism answers the abuses of industrialized tech-
nologies present today. “Convivial reconstruction… impl[ies] 
the adoption of labor-intensive tools, but not the regression 
to inefficient tools… Neither must a convivial society be stag-
nant. Its dynamics depend on wide distribution of the power 
to make effective change.”8 Illich’s call to us as home builders 
is to look critically at the technologies we are weaving around 
our clients’ lives so that we may weave for them homes that 
they can genuinely live with. 

We as designers, those who spec and direct the installation 
of building systems, have an ethical imperative to bestow 
upon the future residents of our buildings the best technolo-
gies they can afford, structured for convivial use. We can do 
this by ensuring that the elements with which we make new 
homes and renovate old ones are self-repair friendly. We can 
also use our profession’s power over the building-tech market 
to compel producers towards simple, flexible offerings where 
they have begun to do otherwise. We can take back the subtle 
virtues of our old culture of repair without giving up on the 
obvious virtues of new technologies.

Using the four criteria laid out to describe the nature of a 
convivial home, it is worth exploring a contemporary practice 
that is committed to these values: designing new homes that 
prioritize a convivial relationship between home and home-
owner. I hope to offer a few brief examples through a study 
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of the work and ideas of Chilean architect Alejandro Aravena, 
whose firm, Elemental, has made it a significant goal of their 
practice to provide good quality contemporary houses for 
entire communities, and to ensure that those houses are 
repairable, modifiable and extendable by those communi-
ties, themselves.

CRITERION 1: PHYSICAL ACCESSIBILITY
In a truly open system there is no right way to employ the 
physical elements of building; no hard and fast ruleset for 
the use of a building’s base “stuff”. So long as this remains 
true, no great expertise or instruction manual is required 
to crack open one’s own home and make it work better for 
oneself. This is perfectly present in the “progressive hous-
ing” initiatives taken up by Elemental across their home 
country of Chile. In these projects, Elemental seeks to create 
contemporary housing for working class people that is suf-
ficiently “open” for the homeowners to repair and extend 
their homes themselves, disburdening them of some of the 
economic stressors that come with contemporary homeown-
ership, freeing them to take control of their own space, and 
doing so without compromising a progressive aesthetic and 
technological agenda.9 This is done in large part by paying 
close attention to the building technologies employed in the 

Figure 2: Monterrey Houses — Monterrey, Mexico by Elemental, showing 
the ease with which the structure is repaired or added to by, and at the 
will of the homeowner.

Figure 3: Villa Verde — Constitución, Chile by Elemental, showing the 
diagrammatic “half house”, which provides high-quality basics but also 
prompts residents to engage in repair and expansion themselves.
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initial construction. Aravena’s team manipulates and selec-
tively adapts their culture’s common building technologies to 
ensure that their buildings’ “stuff” remains open and acces-
sible to the homeowners without compromising the virtues 
of those technologies or deviating far from a coherent system 
of interchangeable parts.

CRITERION 2: CONCEPTUAL ACCESSIBILITY
Elemental’s housing units have a strong diagrammatic quality 
at multiple scales that makes clear what can be modified and 
how.  At the community level, areas are left open for public 
programs to develop over time.  The massing of individual 
buildings or units indicate paths of potential future growth 
while construction details provide clues as to how new fab-
ric can interface with old.  Units are generally presented to 
new occupants as partially complete with the idea of driving 
personal investment by users from day one: a push towards 
conviviality on ground prepared for its growth.

CRITERION 3: REGULATORY ACCESSIBILITY
Elemental recently released to the world  all of the construc-
tion drawings for four of their housing projects.10 This release 

in and of itself speaks to the desire to level building culture 
— you too can build this. Of greater significance is the fact 
that the drawings were released not as locked PDFs but as 
CAD files, effectively saying — you too can change this. You 
can rewrite the code, both on the ground by understanding 
and digging into your existing Elemental house, and in the 
computer by understanding and digging into the Elemental 
house as a paradigm. As Aravena foregrounds new ideas 
about and technology for housing, he is quick to make these 
ideas open and easily disseminable. There is no sense that 
one needs permission or guidance to take on the construction 
or repair of one’s own home. Elemental actively seeks out 
the most accessible of contemporary building technologies 
and ideologies and places them at the heart of real communi-
ties for anyone to pick up. Digging into the drawings we find 
that much of the architecture is made up of familiar, generic 
elements, and that even new technologies, where they have 
been introduced for their boost to quality of life, are treated 
as interchangeable elements of open systems, not black 
boxes sealed by intellectual property laws or stickers reading 
“do not break seal”. 

CRITERION 4: PRICE ACCESSIBILITY
Elemental’s “progressive housing” takes advantage of many 
of the cheapest and most common building technologies in 
Latin America: cinder blocks, dimensional lumber, PVC piping. 

Figure 4): Quinta Monroy — Iquique, Chile by Elemental; Details from 
the open construction set allow designers and homeowners alike to 
understand and modify the construction of Elemental’s open housing 
projects. 
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Intentionally, these are material systems that are easy to pro-
cure and do not require costly expertise from outside of the 
community to manipulate. The famous “half house” element 
of the initiative ensures that whatever investment is made in 
the initial construction goes towards providing higher qual-
ity necessities: plumbing, heating, bathroom and kitchen 
fixtures that are resilient and will not need frequent replace-
ment.  Above all, the goal of Elemental’s progressive housing 
is to bestow upon many of their nation’s poorest the personal 
liberties that promote community well-being without load-
ing them with additional debt. This gesture of offering on 
the part of the architects — drawings, houses — represent 
simultaneously a deep appreciation for the economics and 
culture on which home repair has traditionally stood while 
demonstrating methods of incorporating new technologies 
into that culture: a different, a more fair, a more viable, a 
better way forward.

We who design and build homes in this country must pick 
up this mantle from our Chilean colleagues. Illich reminds 
us that, in the end, “[human] progress should mean growing 
competence in self-care rather than growing dependence.”11 

As architects, we bear the responsibility for “devis[ing] tools 
and tool systems that optimize the balance of life, thereby 
maximizing liberty for all.”12 Beginning from a study of, “the 
dimensions within which technology can be used by concrete 
communities to implement their aspirations”,13 let’s produce 
designs from the outset that are simple, flexible and acces-
sible, so that we may enable competence and confidence in 
our clients and neighbors in years ahead. Let’s build conviv-
ial homes so that the people who will come to live with our 
buildings can engage with them meaningfully and make them 
their own through a resurgent culture of self repair.
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